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#9 

INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 

FACULTY SENATE, 2014-2015 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

November 3, 2015 

3:30pm, HMSU 227 

Final Minutes 

Members Present: C. MacDonald, T. Hawkins, S. Lamb, V. Sheets, D. Hantzis, E. Hampton, J. 

Conant, C. Paterson, L. Brown 

Members Absent: none. 

Ex-Officio Present: President D. Bradley, Provost M. Licari 

Ex-Officio Absent: none. 

Guests: none. 

1) Administrative Reports: 

a) President D. Bradley: I want to thank everyone who was involved with Homecoming, 

Tent City, and the Gala. The Gala and the re-dedication of Normal Hall went incredibly 

well. I recommend taking a few minutes to visit Normal Hall and take in the dome.  

i) S. Lamb: The Gala was wonderful. 

ii) D. Bradley: I can’t take much credit for the details. 

b) D. Bradley: There are eighteen instructional days left in the semester. The board meeting 

was fairly inconsequential. In addition, D. McKee tells me our audit is complete and 

there were no findings.  

c) D. Bradley: The Regional Cities proposal was put in. The only thing that has been done 

so far is the creation of a Regional Development Committee by Knox, Sullivan, and Vigo 

counties. We are waiting for Sullivan to appoint their members, and then we can have a 

meeting. Proposals will be acted upon in December. I have not heard how the tax 

amnesty funding will work yet. If they don’t raise any money from the tax amnesty, there 

won’t be any funds for the Initiative. Our proposal is being reviewed seriously. We also 

have some indication that the railroad is reconsidering selling us the land adjacent to the 

ICON building. 

d) D. Bradley: An “It’s On Blue” update…There are still a couple of faculty members who 

have no reasonable excuse for not doing the training. They will not receive their pay raise 

on schedule. Their deans and chairs know who those people are.  
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e) Provost M. Licari: I returned from Morocco late last week. It was a productive trip. I will 

remind everyone that the strategic planning process continues. There will be another 

meeting for the chairs of the key-question subcommittees on Thursday afternoon. Thank 

you to those around the table for participating. There will be another meeting later in the 

month as the preliminary reports are due. This is to make sure everyone is making 

progress. I have not heard about any roadblocks. Some of the key-question 

subcommittees are interested in doing surveys on campus. If so, the timeline will be tight. 

Therefore, I ask for your help and ask you to encourage your colleagues and students to 

complete the surveys.  

f) M. Licari: Let me comment on the College of Arts and Sciences proposal to redefine the 

BA/BS degrees that came through Senate. I don’t disagree with the new criteria. I 

appreciate the work the College did to bring this forward. However, I think this is a 

university matter and not a college matter. I would like the language to reflect that this is 

university-wide criteria.  

i) C. MacDonald: I am sending CAAC a charge to formulate a university-wide policy.  

ii) D. Bradley: We don’t want to suggest the only difference is the foreign-language 

requirement.  

iii) D. Hantzis: That’s what CAS was trying to avoid.  

iv) D. Bradley: Ultimately, this could lead to more Foundational Studies requirements for 

the BA. It could require smaller majors. I don’t want us to end up with adding twenty 

credits to Foundational Studies.  

v) C. MacDonald: The CAS proposal did not lean that way. It did not involve extra 

credits.  

vi) D. Hantzis: I think it could have an impact on Foundational Studies.  

vii) D. Bradley: I believe we will be put in a corner and forced to make Foundational 

Studies grow as a cost-saving mechanism. You can afford smaller majors by 

increasing the number of well-populated Foundational Studies classes. 

 

2) Chair Report:  

a) C. MacDonald: I have spoken to K. Butwin about the preachers. If they are a concern, 

send complaints to Public Safety. They have become particularly obscene and vile. 

i) D. Bradley: I recently saw a 1965 yearbook. It can’t be any more vile now than it was 

then. However, I suggested to K. Butwin (and I hope they follow through with it) that 

we find a way to rotate their locations. There is at least one university being sued on a 

Title IX complaint for failing to police what is being said on YikYak. The problem is 

where we draw the line between Title IX and the First Amendment.  

ii) S. Lamb: What about the young man with the gun last week?  

(1) D. Bradley: He is in jail with a $25,000 cash-only bail. 
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b) C. MacDonald: Biennial Review problems are still occurring. I am astounded at how 

many there are. They are widespread and not limited to one college.  

i) D. Bradley: We could go to an annual review.  

ii) C. MacDonald: Senate will veto that. Perhaps we need mandatory training for all 

deans, chairs, and committees. I am tired of saying “just read the policy.” 

iii) C. Paterson: We were promised training, but it did not happen. 

iv) D. Bradley: Every individual can read the materials.  

v) C. MacDonald: Some are ignoring them or they don’t read them.  

vi) D. Bradley: We developed the policy to be simple. We need to fight to keep it simple.  

vii) M. Licari: The more complex it is the worse it is.  

viii) S. Lamb: I would like to ask a question about the Biennial Review. We had some 

people who met the conditions of overall exceptional in the area they ranked first. We 

didn’t select them as our candidates to send forward. In the letter that we wrote to the 

individuals, we complimented them. However, I was rather confused about saying 

you have exceeded overall expectations but that your evaluation will be meets 

expectations because we are limited in the number we can send forward. What route 

would you recommend? 

ix) C. MacDonald: The actual document does say, basically, that just because you do 

contribute exceptionally does not mean you will be ranked overall exceptional. Also, 

no more than 1/7th of a department’s faculty will be contributing exceptionally. The 

others are meeting expectations really, really well.  

x) D. Bradley: Those individuals are going to be unhappy.  But, you have to stick to the 

numbers and only allow a certain percentage. 

xi) S. Lamb: They do have the document in front of them. That’s where I left it.  

xii) D. Hantzis: You evaluated them according to the form, right?  

xiii) S. Lamb: Yes.  

xiv) D. Hantzis: We are reviewing about forty-five different files in the College 

committee.  There is also a College pool.  

xv) S. Lamb: I think we can add a sentence next year in regards to the 1/7th and make it 

clearer that we can send a candidate to the pool.  

xvi) C. MacDonald: Comments are not required, but are suggested for the top and 

bottom categories.  

xvii) D. Hantzis: Is it not clear that you should include comments on the forms?  

xviii) C. MacDonald: It is not clear. I will add that to the list.  

xix) D. Bradley: If you require them, are you going to have a minimum word count? It 

is silly to send forward forms without comments. I can see a strong recommendation 

to chairs that they include comments.  

xx) C. MacDonald: We will be talking about this more later. 

c) C. MacDonald: Due to the fact that FAC is meeting now, we have moved the items that 

we discussed last week to next week’s meeting.  
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3) Approval of Minutes  

a) Motion to approve as amended. (S. Lamb, D. Hantzis) Vote: 7-0-2 

 

4) Fifteen Minute Open Discussion  

a) V. Sheets: Are there any update on searches for this year? It’s November.  

i) M. Licari: The deans have now returned their prioritized requests to me. We will be 

making decisions shortly.  

ii) V. Sheets: You say that like they just now got them to you. Are the rest of us being 

punished for the delays of a few?  

iii) M. Licari: No.  

iv) D. Hantzis: Do you have any idea of numbers?  

v) M. Licari: We hired a lot of faculty last year…to the point that it is not sustainable. 

Arguably, we over hired. I don’t see many more than a dozen faculty being hired.  

vi) D. Bradley: If anyone has retirements coming, that can definitely help. Typically we 

get a dozen or so retirements each year. But we only have two or three that I know of 

now. It would be helpful if those considering retirement would finalize it. 

vii) M. Licari: I know of one.  

viii) D. Hantzis: It is odd that people tend to keep secret the fact they are going to 

retire.  

ix) D. Bradley: I don’t know about that. It is a fairly irreversible decision.  

b) D. Hantzis: I would like to say that it has been an interesting experience serving as a 

faculty fellow for the University College. They have 2748 students to advise. They are 

doing a really good job, and I have been impressed at how well it’s going. I want to add 

that I am amazed at the increase in the number of students who come to us already under 

mental health care. They make up more than ten percent of my advisees. I have been 

referring many students to counseling who thought they could handle the pressure of 

college. We have a great counseling center, but it cannot possibly meet the need. I am 

concerned based only on what I know from my students.  And they are the ones who 

actually make it to me.  

i) D. Bradley: The problem is partially a result of transitioning from juvenile rules to 

adult rules.  

ii) D. Hantzis: I’m worried for them so much. The faculty are now being asked to deal 

with more students in distress. Many feel this is a new role for them to play, and they 

may not feel comfortable intervening. Also, when one has 225 advisees, there isn’t 

enough time to follow up as you might want to. Our student population is manifesting 

the changes in our culture over the past twenty-five years and it is a resource 

challenge. 

iii) D. Bradley: One action might be to create some Faculty Development options.  

iv) V. Sheets: One of the key-question subcommittees is dealing with this issue.  
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v) D. Hantzis: I am concerned that people don’t know that there is more than one 

counseling center on our campus.  

vi) V. Sheets: And that’s one of the things we talked about this morning.  

vii) C. Paterson: I know about the Root Hall clinic, but not about the others. 

viii) D. Bradley: Is K. Chew aware?  

ix) V. Sheets: Yes, he is on the subcommittee. There are multiple clinics on campus, but 

each has different procedures.  

 

5) Minor change 305.1.9 Omitted from Board-of-Trustees agenda  

a) C. MacDonald: The reason we are seeing this is that there was a mistake. This showed up 

in the Handbook, but the Board of Trustees did not vote on it. It was a clerical error. 

Apparently, it was on the iPad version of the agenda, but not on the online agenda or in 

the minutes. They passed the entire 305 section, but this was omitted.  

i) D. Hantzis: I don’t recall any change to 305.  

ii) C. Paterson: They passed revisions to 305 without this?  

iii) D. Hantzis: This didn’t make it in? 

iv) C. MacDonald: I have talked with K. Butwin about this one. We can pass it as a 

minor change. It already went to Senate. We will put the vote on the record and make 

sure the Board gets it in December. 

b) D. Bradley: I would like to make sure there is no language change from the other version.  

It is best to be overly cautious.  

c) D. Hantzis: This is the motion we got from FAC. I will double-check it. 

d) C. MacDonald: We will postpone the action until we make sure there is no language 

change.  

 

6) Liaison Reports:  

a) AAC (E. Hampton): There has been no meeting since last week’s update. 

b) AEC (C. Paterson): We will meet on 13 November to evaluate grant proposals. 

c) CAAC (L. Brown): Today’s meeting was cancelled. 

i) C. MacDonald: They will be getting another charge from me. 

d) FAC (V. Sheets): They are meeting concurrently with this session.  FAC is reviewing 

Handbook policy on performance reviews. 

e) FEBC (S. Lamb): They just met and passed the charge we sent them concerning tuition 

reduction/waiver for graduate students of faculty and staff. They had a debate about 

whether they needed to send the recommendation forward with approved minutes. N. 

Corey was under the impression that it has to be approved minutes. 

i) C. MacDonald: I will have to consult with my parliamentarian, but I don’t believe the 

minutes have to be approved for the action to be forwarded. 

ii) D. Hantzis: At FAC we noted that a motion could be forwarded without approved 

minutes. 
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f) GC (T. Hawkins): The Graduate Council met last week and discussed two issues: first, 

the graduate program in the Department of Communications; and, second, the Advising 

Task Force report. 

g) SAC (D. Hantzis): We meet Tuesday. I have not heard from FAC. I am going to speak 

with C. Blevens about the subcommittees. Can I represent anything about when Exec 

would like a response to the Advising Task Force report? 

i) D. Bradley: What do you want Senate to do with it? 

ii) C. MacDonald: I’m not entirely sure yet. 

iii) D. Hantzis: I know FAC is considering recommendations. We haven’t talked in depth 

about it at SAC. 

iv) C. MacDonald: What kind of a deadline would you like? 

v) D. Hantzis: Should we assume that it will be a spring item for Senate? 

vi) C. MacDonald: That is reasonable. 

vii) D. Bradley: Some quick thoughts. Much needs to be the result of departmental 

decision making. We give departments autonomy regarding workload. When you talk 

about a cost-neutral solution, departments have to figure out the solution. A 

department like Criminology will look at this differently from other departments. 

viii) D. Hantzis: It is the report’s recommendation about second-year advising that 

FAC and SAC will discuss. 

ix) D. Bradley: I don’t know how you do that without eliminating positions. 

h) URC (J. Conant): We have not met since our last meeting. 

  

7) Executive Session 

a) Motion to enter executive session (C. Paterson, V. Sheets) Vote: 8-0 

b) Motion to leave executive session (S. Lamb, C. Paterson) Vote: 8-0 

 

8) Adjournment 5:10 pm 

 


